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Concepts as active schemata
We have developped an object-oriented representation language called 0bjTalk -in which objects are frame-like data structures which have behavioral traits and communicate through message passing. The objects (classes and instances) are organized into a (multiple) inheritance hierarchy. 0bjTalk is an extension to Lisp and was inspired by SMALLTAL~ [Goldberg&~ay, 1976] , VRL [~oberts&Coldstein, 1977] , and KLONE [Braehman, 1978] . ...)
The effect of sending NEW: to CLASS is to define a class with the given <concept-name> as a subclass of the named superelass(es). Instances are made by sending the concept a message that causes to fill its slots with fillers which satisfy the filler description. If an object receives a message, this will be matched against the method-filters.
In case of success the corresponding method's body will be evaluated. Concepts inherit methods and generic properties fro~ their superclass(es) recursively upto the root node Object (which implements the system-defined messages). Objects may be further specified dynamically by adding slots or methods, or filling slots.
For schema-driven parsing, a semantic suhATN should be activated whenever a particular word is found, or concept is expected. The basic mechanism is to attach trigger-key8 to a schema that state which words 
Schemata for argumentations
Statements about facts are often followed by explanations given by an official person. Such statements are recognized and dealt with by a schema called "interpretation" which is activatable e.g. by verbs like the German "erklaeren" ("declare").
The interpretation schema has as roles: fact: (OR (CLASS jm-indicator) (CLASS jm-situation)~ speaker:~(CLASS official/person) object: (CLASS explanatory/statement)
The object of an interpretation is an explanatory statement, which has roles for a manifest fact and supporting reasons. The system has an elementary knowledge about (jm-specific) economic dependencies (e.g. decrease in the jobless rate in the time interval from March to May may be due to seasonal effects), and uses this to identify resp. utterances as reasons in an explanatory statement.
Guiding ATN control through schemata
The kernel of our grammar consists of semantic ATNs particular to role fillers of (0bjTalk-~ concepts. In general, the parser tries to use the most specific subATN possible, and only falls back onto a syntactic subnet if no expectations are active.
The semantic subATNs may be rather idiosyncratic (like the one for NP/jobmarket/official/person to handle phrases like "DER PRAESID~NT DER BUNDESANSTALT ~[~R ARBEIT IN NUERNBERG, JOSEF STINGL ...") and are organized hierarchically. They may be used by diverse concepts with similar slots. The value returned via the POP arc of a subnet may be used directly as filler for the triggering slot. A more general interface between the ATN results and the slots of a schema is provided by the productions in the trigger-atn form. The production filters out those parts of an ATN result that fit as role-fillers of the concept.
Writing semantic ATNs is simplified by the chance to specify only one generic PUSH arc (e.g. NP) that processes a class, instead of the possibly large set of more specific ~[SHes (e.g. If the parser is in the starting state of such a generic PUSH and a schema is active whose roles are to be filled by semantic subATNs, then those standing in subclass relation to the generic PUSH are preferred. E.g., if an unfilled slot expects a N~/0FFICIAL/PERSON, and the parser expects a NP, then, since NP/OFFICIAL/PERSON is a specialisation of NP, it is activated and -in case of success -the result is used to fill that slot.
In general, several schemata can be active at a time, in the sense that some of their slots are unfilled. (In other words: There may be several "thematic expectations" looking for further information in the article). Then all of the attached subATNs are activatable. It is possible that an expected subATN succeeds but the result fails to meet a filler-restriction (or even does not match the production). This is treated like a failure of the subATN itself.
An informal parse
The following example -slightly shortened from a real news note -is intended to give a flavor of how knowledge base and parser processes cooperate in analysing a johmarket report: 
